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The purpose of this report is to develop a set of guidelines for manufacturers for an effective ap-
plication of collaborative robots. First, a review of selected cobot use cases around the globe is made, 
secondly, an EU research project on assembly automation with cobots is evaluated and thirdly, three 
cases of cobots at a local manufacturer are analyzed for their application and performance. Based on 
the results, guidelines are developed to help manufacturers in decision making when to use collabo-
rative robots. 

Preface
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SIZE
SPACE
USAGE

WEIGHT

SAFETY BARRIERS
SENSORS

PROGRAMMING
SETUP

VERSATILITY

DESIGN

Compact
Limited space
Adaptable to deployments
40% less weight

Virtual safety barriers
Senses external forces

Easier to program
Around 4 hours
High-mix low-volume

Bulky
Huge space required
Fixed installation
> 50 Kg

Physical barriers required
No in-built force sensor

Expertise needed
Difficult to setup
Installed for a single purpose

SAFETY

USAGE

Cobot RobotVs

Cobots are different
than industrial robots!
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Source: Universal Robots
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Collaborative robot is a mechanical device endeavoring direct physical contact with fellow humans. 
The concept of lightweight collaborative robots was first presented by Colgate in 1996 and is aimed 
to offer human-robot interaction by enabling safety (power and force limiting design), easy mobility 
(lightweight structure) and flexibility (ease of reconfiguration). Cobots together with required safety 
devices create opportunities to exchange the strengths and weaknesses of machines with their fellow 
humans creating workspaces exhibiting the right amount of automation. The balanced-automation is 
formed at the splendid intersection of flexibility of manual operations and efficiency of machines.  

Possible advantages of using cobots are: 
1- Increased productivity
2- Better ergonomics / safety
3- Quality (better than humans)
4- Flexibility of automation (enabled by fellow humans)
5- Control / supervision (by humans) 
6-  Adaptable / reconfigurable

Cobot
2

Source: Malik, A.A. & Bilberg, A., 2019. Complexity-based task allocation in human-robot collaborative assembly. Industrial Robot: the 
international journal of robotics research and application, 46(4), p. pp. 471–480. 
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A web search was performed to identify applications of collaborative robots around the world. A to-
tal of 27 use cases were identified where UR robots were used in a factory environment and were 
referring to automate multiple tasks (assembly). The selected use-cases are from different companies 
around the globe. Each use case is then evaluated for the reason of using cobot, type of cobot appli-
cation, type of robot used and payback period. The purpose was to identify the reason and type of 
application of cobot these companies are using. 

Reasons for using cobots

Application areas of cobots from 27 use-cases

B-LOONY LTD, UK

Use cases of UR robots around the world

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Assembly      P & P       Packaging    Screwing     Potting     Inspection  Closing caps

4%
11%18%

30% 37%

Reconfigurability

Human collaboration

Increase productivity

Improve working conditions

Repetitive tasks

3

COEXISTENCE, Collaboration alongside workers with no safety guarding

Images: Google search
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BETA COM, Zealand

GROUP PSA, France

XIAMEN RUNNER, China

SHAD, Spain

COEXISTENCE, to perform labelling and assembly tasks with technicians

COOPERATION, the robot manages the ergonomically challenging screw-driving operation un-
der the vehicle while the workers continue with other assembly tasks

SYNCHRONIZATION, the robots work in space constrained areas sharing the same workspace

COLLABORATION, UR5 works shoulder to shoulder with the operators in a shared space, free-
ing them from repetitive tasks,

Images: Google search
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Bajaj Autos is an Indian motorbike manufacturer. With a yearly sale of around 3.400.000 motorbikes, 
Bajaj is ranked as world's third largest manufacturer of two-wheelers. Bajaj is using an assembly line 
strategy for assembling their bikes. For automating the assembly line, Bajaj had decided to use collab-
orative robots alongside human operators. 
The company has a takt time of 25 seconds at the assembly line and on average a floor space of 1000 
mm² is available for every 4 employees. The assembly tasks are having tight tolerances. 
Bajaj has setup an in-house manufacturing facility of UR collaborative robots in India, in cooperation 
with Universal Robots, Denmark. This way, the company is producing cheaper UR robots for their own 
use.
The reasons for selecting UR robots were their compactness, low payback period, flexibility, lightweight 
nature, cost-effectiveness, accuracy and safety.

Applications of cobots at Bajaj:
- Tasks with close tolerances  - Applying decals/stickers  - Sealant application 
- Joint operation of cobot and operator

(All these operations require some kind of human-interaction of cobot with operator. Else, they chose 
to use industrial robots. However, since they are producing UR robots in-house therefore they can 
chose to use UR robot in more applications due to low cost)

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zE1cRFf1bc&t=109s

 

Cobots case study of 
Bajaj Autos, India

1000mm

Existing scenario in 
assembly line

Cobots in 
Assembly line

4
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In the academic world:
Lean intelligent assembly automation (LIAA)
LIAA is an EU industry-led research project to develop human-robot cooperation in assembly tasks. 
LIAA aims at developing a framework that allows for the cost- effective use of robot assistants on 
the assembly shop floor, based on lightweight robots available on the market, low-cost sensors, 
and open- source robot control software”
 
Technologies investigated in LIAA are:
- Hybrid Workplace Design Tool
- Dynamic Task Planning & Resource Allocation
- Multi-Modal Programming Toolbox
- Robotic Assembly Skills
- Safe Execution Environment

Pilot cases in LIAA
End user Pilot case Assembly operations

OPEL Turbocharger assembly Pick & place, Screwing

DDE Hall sensor PCB assembly Pick & place, Soldering

SPINEA Reduction gear assembly Pick & place, Gluing, Screwing, 

FISCHER Car roof rack bracket assembly Pick & place, Riveting

TELNET Antenna assembly Pick & place, Riveting & Screwing

5
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Demonstrators developed in LIAA
 
OPEL Demonstrator     DDE Soldering Demonstrator

TELNET Dual Arm Robot Demonstrator  SPINEA Demonstrator

   FISCHER Demonstrator (real demo cell and rendering)
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Evaluation of cobot use-cases at a local manufacturer

Collaborative robot flexible table

As an assembly cell, a cobot is being used, placed on a modular fixturing table. The below parameters 
show that due to safety and speed limitations, the cell is being used as an industrial robot (isolated 
from humans) but with significantly less speed than an industrial robot. 

RECONFIGURABILITY: The cobot cell is not intended to be reconfigurable  
COLLABORATION: There is no human interaction with the collaborative solution 
CYCLE TIME: It is desired if the cycle time can be reduced

Based on the given parameters it is suggested to use an industrial robot to replace the collaborative 
robot. The resulting solution will increase the speed and productivity. However, the required floor 
space would increase and a close cell would need to be developed.  

  

3

No change in reconfigu-
rability and collaboration, 
yet getting higher operating 
speed 

If...

1

2

3

4

Cycle time: 67 sec

human interac-
tion: Isolated

Flexibility: Constant
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Cobot case 2

The second cobot cell is using a cobot (UR10) to assemble a product. The tasks being performed are 
pick & place, gluing and screwing while the cycle time of the process is 160 seconds. The robot oper-
ates in a closed boundary cell without any human interaction. Theoretically, the two primary factors 
that need to be achieved with cobots are that either it is adaptable and/or collaborative. However, 
this automation solution is neither adaptable, nor collaborative. 
Nevertheless, it is effectively automating the complete process without any human involvement. The 
cell is built in lesser time as integration and programming is easier than an industrial robot. The use 
of industrial robot in the same application would decrease the cycle time, but integration time would 
be longer, the total cost would be higher, and no flexibility would be there to modify the operation. 

RECONFIGURABILITY: The solution does not need to be reconfigurable  
COLLABORATION: It is not a collaborative solution 
CYCLE TIME: It is expected to achieve a reduced cycle time

No change in reconfigu-
rability and collaboration, 
yet will result in a higher 
operating speed 

If...

Cycle time: 60 sec

human interaction: 
Isolated

Constant
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Cobot case 3 

A collaborative robot is placed in an open area for screwing tasks. The product is assembled by an 
operator. Then it needs to be mounted with 4 screws and then transferred to the second operator. 
The collaborative robot is being used that mounts the screws and picks and places the product to 
the next workstation. Although the interaction between the robot and operators working together 
with the robot is through an intermediate hardware however, other operators are coexisting in the 
environment while the robot is operating. The robot is taking 60 seconds to complete its one cycle. 

RECONFIGURABILITY: The solution does not need to be reconfigurable  
COLLABORATION: It is collaborative as co-existence with fellow operators 
CYCLE TIME: It is expected to achieve a reduced cycle time

No change in reconfigu-
rability but human inter-
action would not remain 
possible and a larger space 
would be required to place 
the robot, but will result in 
higher operating speed 

If...

human interac-
tion: Co-exist

Constant

Cycle time: 60 sec
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Summary of cobot solutions at LINAK

Module table Cobot Cell Screwing Cobot
BASIC PARAMETERS (advantages that need to be achieved during operation) 

Reconfiguration There is only one vari-
ant of the  product be-
ing assembled in the 
cell. Reconfiguration 
is not possible due to 
fixed hardware and 
programming difficulty

There is only one variant 
of the product being as-
sembled in the cell. The 
design of the cell can 
handle new equipment 
but will take long time 
and effort to convert it 
to new configuration

Cobot is being used 
for a fixed operation 
of screwing. There is 
no need of making al-
terations. The reason 
was to have an auto-
mation solution in less 
floor space without 
being expansive

Human collaboration There is NO human in-
volvement during op-
eration

There is NO human in-
volvement during oper-
ation

Operators co-exist in 
the same workspace 
but are not interacting 
with the robot

Speed ≥ industrial robot Speed is less than an in-
dustrial robot

Speed is less than an in-
dustrial robot

Speed is less than an 
industrial robot

SECONDARY PARAMETERS (advantages during developing the cell)

Ease of integration The cell was developed 
in-house utilizing all 
internal resources

The cell was developed 
in-house utilizing all 
internal resources

The cell was de-
veloped in-house 
utilizing all internal 
resources

Less floor-space The cell is using less 
floor space as com-
pared to an industrial 
robot

The cell is using the 
same space as an indus-
trial robot

The cell is using less 
floor space as com-
pared to an industrial 
robot

Investment is flexible Yes - the robot can be 
used in some other ap-
plication if the current 
solution is no longer 
useful

Yes - the robot can be 
used in some other ap-
plication if the current 
solution is no longer 
useful

Yes - the robot can be 
used in some other 
application if the 
current solution is no 
longer useful
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Recommendations for selecting cobot as an
automation solution

The comparing characteristics of cobot and robot are: 

R
ob

ot
 S

pe
ed

Level of HRC engagement

CoexistenceCell CooperationSynchroniza- Collabora-

COBOT
    - Power & force limiting
    - Speed monitoring

ROBOT
/COBOT

If you need.... Industrial 
Robot

Collaborative 
Robot

Similar throughput as a human worker
Ability to program and set robot up in-house
Human workers to enter the robot cell to complete their tasks
Ability to easily redeploy robot to different processes/tasks
Minimal changes to existing production layout
Low initial cost 
High-volume, high-speed production
High payload or very long reach, especially at high speed
Interaction options with other machines and robots
High accuracy, including at high speed

Human interaction can 
be needed due to rea-
sons, such as:

Task complexity: Operator 
needs to intervene for cer-
tain tasks

Less floor space available: 
Operators have to co-exist 
along with the robot

High cycle time require-
ment: Can lead to a cheap-
er collaborative robot, for a 
simple operation in which 
the robot can be used at 
low speed alongside hu-
mans

If an operation requires human-interaction, it becomes necessary 
that a cobot is used. The question of robot or cobot arises only 
when there is no human-interaction needed (or desired) with the 
robot during operation. The primary characteristics of a cobot are 
that it can collaborate and it is easier to reconfigure (reprogram). 
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Levels of human-robot collaborations and cycle times
R

ob
ot

 S
pe

ed

Level of HRC engagement

CoexistenceCell CooperationSynchronization Collaboration
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Cobot 
is a good solution if: 

- Less floor space is available
Instead of making huge changes in the whole production cell, a cobot can be placed in places with-
out much alterations to the existing workspace. This will not require major investment, shut downs 
and/or production stops. 

- Automating repetitive tasks within manual assembly
Repetitive operations in an assembly are an example where automation is an excellent choice. An 
example of this is the screwing tasks. Automation can be made by cobots because the tasks are 
well defined for the screwing locations and process parameters. Further, screwing comprises most 
time of assembly total cycle time. In this case, cobot can replace XYZ screwing machines and auto-
mation of screwing tasks can be enabled at more places. 
A possible solution can be to use a small cobot, mounted vertically and taking care of the screwing 
operations.

8
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- Automating tasks with longer cycle times 
Because cobot is supposed to be operated at low speeds, they are useful for the tasks with longer cy-
cle times to avoid being a bottleneck. It is hard for a cobot to be used in assembly process with a cycle 
time of less than 50 seconds. At LINAK, most tasks are of assembly nature. There is not much machine 
tending. Therefore a cobot need to be used in applications where the cycle time is above 50 seconds. 
An assembly process with a takt time of less than 50 seconds is hard for a cobot. 

- Adaptability to other applications
An important characteristic of cobots is the flexibility of reprogramming. The same cobot can be used 
in multiple applications. It is important for a robot that it payback with the current configuration. If 
the reprogramming is needed before payback period, then cobot is the right choice. However, the 
frequency of reprogramming is directly dependent on the duration of the programming task. The 
optimal solution would be to use cobot for solutions where need of programming is above 3 months. 
A programming less than 3 months seems to be a quite flexible operation, and an operator would be 
the right choice in this case.

Type Duration Interval
In-house 

Programming
> 60 min ≥ Week
> 1 hour - < 3 hours ≥ Month
> 3 hours - < a day ≥ Quarter
> 1 day - < 3 days ≥ Year

ASSEMBLY

> 50 sec

PICK & PLACE

> 10 sec

SCREWING

> 15 sec

Images: Google search
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- Investment need to be flexible
Buying a robot is a critical decision from investment point of view. Due to easier integration of co-
bots, the same cobot can be used in multiple applications in an assembly system. For example, if 
the cobot is being implemented for a screwing application, the same cobot (with reconfigurations) 
can later be used for a packaging application. While, an industrial robot will remain what it is d 

esigned for (e.g. a painting robot will remain a painting robot).

- Operator need to interact with the robot
Conventional industrial robots are more precise (0,01 mm) than the lightweight collaborative ro-
bots (0,1 mm) however, the interaction of humans with these robots is challenging. As a result, 
they tend to act as a non-collaborative automation. On the other hand, cobots (due to less preci-
sion) have proven themselves uninspiring for assembly tasks but are safer for human interaction. 
Therefore, a possible solution can be, that industrial robots are used for precise tasks, while (when 
human intervention is needed) the human-robot interaction can be enabled through cobots. Mak-
ing cobot to acts as an intermediate between the robot and the operator will enable robot-co-
bot-human interaction. It would become even more beneficial if the cobot can be complemented 
with some tasks in addition to the interaction-enabling task.
Because of the safer interaction with humans, cobots can also complement as a fixture. It can hold 
the sub-assembly (in case the product is heavy or requires to be placed in a fixture while operator 
is performing the assembly). 

Images: Google search


